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Abstract:

 According to directfons issued by the Ministr}･ oF Sdence  and

Technology  of  Russia to the Arctic and  Antarctic Research [nstilute and  St,
Petersburg Mining  lnstitute. a  new  project has been Iaunched with  the aim

 to
develop technology  tbr the ecologically  saf'e in situ  exploration  ofsub-gluciaL  Lake
Vostok (Antarctica). tn this paper we  pFopose our  current  upproaches  to
uccessing  the ]ake and  sampling  its water  using  the deep Hole  5G-l at  Vostok
Station,

  lt is proposed  that by maintaining  the hydrostatic pressure ut the hole bottom
s[ightLy  lower than  pressure of' the overburden  ice it would  be possible to allow

lake wuter  to  enter the holc and  to freeze in it at  a certain  distance fro;n the bottom
after  the dritl reaches  the  ice---take water  intert'ace, Then  the re-frozen  ice in the
bottom  parr of' the ho]e could  be cored  again  in order  lo  obtain  [ake wuter

samples.  The  new  thermul drill TBPO-132  2tnd  drilling operations  which  are
necessarlr･  for the proposed method  realization, are  described.

                              1, Introduction

    Discovery of  sub-glacial  Lake  Vostok and  growth of  knowledge  about  it within  the
last decade were  possible due to glaciological, microbiological,  geophysical and  satellite
radar

 altimeter  investigations, and  numerical  modeling  (Jouzel et  al., 1999: Kapitsa et a!,,
1996: Karl et  al,, I999: Lukin et al., 2000; Priscu et al., 1999; Ridley et ai., 1993;
Salamatin et al., I998; Siegert and  Ridley, 1998; SiegeTt et at., 2000; WUest and  Carmack,
2{X)O).

 
They

 allowed  us  to  specify  the following parumeters for this unique  water  body:
areu:  14000 km2, length: 285 km. average  width:  60 km, maximum  depth: 8oo m,  ice cover
thickness: 37oo-4200 m,  and  muximum  bottom sediment  thickness: 330 m.  It is assumed
that the lake is fresh water  one.  that it is millions  years old,  that there is wuter  circu]ation,

and  that it likely contains  microorganisms,  How'ever, our  understanding  of the lake
environment  can  not  be confirmed  or  clarified  unless  in situ measurements  and  sampting

are  perfbrmed,

    With this goal, and  according  to the directions issued by the Ministry of  Science and
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Technology  of  Russia to the Arctic and  Antarctic Research lnstitute (AARI) and  
St,

Petersburg  Mining  Institute (SPMI). a  new  long-terrn project was  launched in 1999 y'ith 
the

aim  to develop techniques  and  procedures for the ecologically  safe  lake penetration and

exploration  with  the possible employment  of  the deep Hole 5G-1 at Vestok Station, 
In

this paper we  propose our  approaches  to access  the lake and  sample  its "'ater  
withQut

contamlnatlon.

2. Lake  Vostok  and  Hole 5G-1

    Ice coring  in the deep Hole 5G-1 at Vostok Station, situated  above  the southern  end

of  the lake (Fig, la, b), was  stopped  in January 1998 at a depth of  3623 m  (Flg. Ic>.

Multi-disciplinary studies  of  the ice retrieved  (Jouzel et al,. 1999; Petit et at., 1999).

revealed  paleoclimatic records  tbr the past four glacial-interglacial periods, and  establishf)d

the  existence  of  uccreted  basai jce at a  depth of  3538 m  and  down  to the hole bottom  (F]g.

Ic), This ice is believed to form the  rest ofg]acial  section  that confirmed  by the modeled

tendency of  the lake "ater  re-freezing  (with a  rate of  1.1 ±O,6 mm/year)  at the ice-water

interface at  the southern  lake end  (Salamatin et al., l998), According  to Popkov et al.

<1999). and  Lukin et al. (2CM[)O), the interface is located at a  depth of  375e±. 30 m,  some  l30

m
 below  the bottom ofHole  5G-1. They  also  determined that the water  layer and  bottorn

sediments  in the vicinity  of  the hole reach  -v670 rn and  
-v90

 m  thickness, respectively  (Fig,

]c).

    The  hole itselC with  internal diameter oyer  137 mm,  is vertical  from the glacial surlace

to 2200 m  depth, but below this it deviates up  to  6--8 degrees. When  drilled, the hole "'as

fi11ed with  aviation  fuel TC-1  and  fi'eon 141B as  a densifying agent  (applied to maintain

pressure compensat]on).  At present, the hole contains  60 m3  of  drilllng fluid with
 
tm

average  density of928  kg/m3. which  {ills it up  to  a depth of95  m  (Fig, lc). The uctual

difi'erence between the ice pressure and  drilling fiuid hydrostatic pressure is ttbout  O.1 Mpa.

This pressure difference leads to hole diameter contraction  at a  rate  of  about  O.1 mm!year,

        3. Technology of penetration in and  exploration  of Lake  Vostok

    The proposed method  to access  Lake Vostok  and  to sample  its water  is based on  
"Lice

sheet  -take"  system  properties which  are  presently accepted:  1) the pressure at  every  pomt

of  the  ice-water interface is equal  to the weight  of  the floating overburden  ice due to the

closed  state orthe  svstem;  2) there is re-freezing  of  lake water  at the ice-lake interface in

the southem  part oi  the lake. [t is proposed that by maintaining  the hydrostatic pressure

at the  bottom of}Iole  5G-1  slightly  lower than  pressure of  ice it would  be possible Lo allow

luke water  to enter  into the hoLe and  to freeze in it at a  certain  distance from the bottom

after  the drill reaches  the ice- -water interfttce. Then  the re-froz.en  ice in the bottom part

of  the  hole could  be cored  again  in order  to obtain  lake water  samples.

    These seemingly  simple  procedures turn out  to be dieacult because ofthe  presence of

the petentially£ ontaminating  drilling fluid that must  not  enter  the lake. For this [eason,

we  plan to maintain  appropriate  conditions  in the hole prior and  during the realization  of

our  method,  and  to use  the new  equipment.
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<a)

{c)

Fig, 1,(b,  bj Loc'ation of Ilostok Station and  Lake
(lr;) Summau;  on  the cleep Hble 5G-1 and  LakeVbstok.Vbstok in the vicinit.l: ofVostokStation.
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3,l. IVbcessarv conditions  and  equipment

    Before pehetration into the Lake. an  additional  1oo m  w'ill be cored  in Hole 5G-1 (Fig.
                                                                  been
2). This can  be aocomplished  with  electromechanical  drill KEMS-135, which  has

successful[y  employed  here (Kudrlrashov et al,, l994. 2oo2), Stopped at a safe  distance

from the [ake (-v30 m>,  this operation  should  provide information on  the lake history frorn

the study  ofthe  resulting  ice records.  Jt will  also  make  possible geophysical measurerpgnts

in the  immediate vicinity  ofthe  lake that may  give additionat  information on  the remaintng

part of  undrilled  ice (thickness. thermal-physical  properties, etc.).

    The  next  operation  is the delivery of  new  liquid (presumably silicon  oil) to the hole

bottom by a special  device <tanker), It is anticipated  that, being heavier than  the drilling

fluid and  lighter than water.  this hydrophobic liquid will create  a 1oo meter-thick  
'`buflbr

layer" of  ecologically-friendLy fluid at the  bottom  part of  Lhe hole (Fig. 2). Thp
 
last

operation  prior to penetration into the lake is maintainance  of  hydrostatLc press.ure Ln the

hole (R,.i,) lower by -vO,3 Mpa  than  the pressure in the Iake (Rnk,) by removing  
excess

volume  of  drilling fluid,

    Dril[ing up  to the ice-xN'ater interface wi]1 be carried  out  by thermal  drill TBPO-132

(Fig,3), which  is now  in being built at  AARI  and  SPMI  with  using  the previoys

experience  (Kudryashov et at.  199E}. The drM of6-7m  total length and  13?･ mm  
mam

ouler
 diameter. includcsi a  heated pilot drill bit of  2m  length and  5.0mm  diameter {1>.

heated ring  drill bit with  truncated  cone  form (2). packer {3). prcssure sensors  (4. 5. 6), valve

(7), pump  {8) "'ith  a driving molor  (9). electronics  package (10), electrical  compartment

(l1), hole bottom load sensor  (12), cable  lock (13), cable(14)  with  moveable  bushing (15)

and  spring  (16). and  contact  sensor  {17). The  eontact  sensor  consists  of  a  stock  (18),

sensing  elements  (19, 20). and  spring  (21). ThedrMing  procedures will  be controlled  from

the surface  by operators  using  a  control  desk xN'ith sensor  readings  and  information on  drM

system  churacteristics.

Eig. 2. Schenratie qf  c'onditions  in the near-

 bettom part oj' ttbep llote 5G-1  hqfot? the

 penetration  into Lake  Vostok,
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Fig, 3, Schetnaiic of the  thermal  ctritl

  7:BPO-132: 1-pilot cfrire bit, 2-ring deiVX bit,
 3･packeL 4, :i 6-pressure sensotts; 7-vaivq

 8-pump, 9 deiving inoto4  iO-unit of elec-

 tronics ll-eleetricat conrpartment,  12--sensor
 qf the load on  a  hole bottom, i3-eable lock,
 i4-cable. I5 moveable  bush, 16-spring, i7-

 eontacr  senso4  i8･stock, 19 20-sensing ele-
 ments;  21-spring.

a2  A  scenario  of the lake access  and  its "'ater  sampfing

    Thermal dril1ing of  the remaining  part of  ice by the TBPO-  132 dri1! wi]l  be carried  out
in one  operation  with  an  average  advanee  speed  of  about  4 m,lhr.  The  drill will  create  a
narrow  lower hole of  

--50
 mm  diameter and  -v2  m  length fo11owed by a  conical  form hole,

and  then by upper  hole having the main  drill diameter (-･-132 mm).  During the process,
the dri      11 will be cleaned  by the produced melt  water,  which  will provide an  additional

ecologically-friendly  layer separating  the hole bottom and  silicon  liquid {Fig. 4a).
    At the moment  the tip of  pilot drill bit touehes  the ice--water interface (Fig, 4a), the
stock  loses ice support  and  is pushed down  by the spring,  thus tripping the sensing  elements

and  contact  sensor.  A  signal  from the latter arriN,es, via  the electronics.  to other  drill
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{a}
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(b}

  Fig. 4. Schematie oj' the project reaiisation  at  the nToment  the dritl tip touehes  
the

 
ice

 
tt'ater

        intecfoee (a) and  dut'ing the  ctrtit lijling (by.

components  and  to the controi  desk at the surface,  In response. the packer is automat]-

callv turned  on,  and  drill heating and  movement  are  stopped:  these actions  should  stop

driliing and  isolate the hole from the  lake immediately (Fig. 4a).

    The  ensuing  operation  vv'ill depend on  the readings  ofthe  pressure and  contact  sensors,

permitting us  to estimate  the actual  ditlbrence between pressure in the hole (Ri.ie) 
and

 
in

the lake {R,k.). In the most  )ikely event  that R,.i.<R.k, by the appropriate  magnitude,  the

packer is released  while  the drill is lifted-this xN'ould  allow  lake water  to enter  and  form a

column  in the hole (Fig. 4b). We  suppose  that the lake water  How  will  be rather slow

because of  small  diflbrence betw'een R,.i, and  R,,k, (-v･O.3 Mpa), heavy weight  ofthe  fiuid and

drilling equipment  in the hole (--5e tons), and  nurrow  space  between the walls  of  drill,and

hole. Obvious]y, the lake water  intrusion will  follow mainly  to the volume  of  the 1ifted

drMing equipment  and  a rate  of  this intrusion will  decrease sequentially  to zerQ  value

because ot' the  same  decreasing in the R,.i, and  R,k. difl'erence. These processes should

exclude  the possibilitlr ot' catastrophic  lake water  blowout and  mixing  of  fiuids and  
lake

water  in the hole due  to a  resonance  effect. The height of  the lake water  column  in the

hole (40-50 m)  is regulated  then  easily by the addition  or  removal  of  drilling Huid.

    The  situation  xNith  Il,.i,> R,k. could  result  frem an  error in the preliminary calcula-

tions tbr the pressure and  in turn may  arise from unknown  physical properties of  the 
"ice

sheet-lake"  system,  ln this situation.  simultaneously  ",ith  touching  the ice-water

interface. the truncated  cone  form drill bit should  be pressed against  the ice in the narrowed

section  of  the hole (Fig, 4a). Both the packer and  the drill body  will  serve  to isolate the

lake fi'om the hole, Then  drilling fluid is withdra",n  from the  hole until  the condttion

with  R,.i.<Rake is achieved,  Operations then  proceed as  described above.

    There is also  a  theoretical possibility also  that water  conduit.  existing in the ice and
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connected  with  the lake, can  be met  during thermal  drilling. In this case,  the contact  of

the pilot drill tip ",ith  such  a  conduir  will  signify  the lake access,  and  the above-described

operations  will  proceed.
    The  preliminary results  ofnumerical  modeling,  being carried eut  in SPMI  and  based

on  the known  features of  the ice sheet  thermal  regime  at the southern  end  of  the lake

(Salamatin et al,, 1998). show  us  that the entered  lake water  will  t'reeze in the hole within

one  day. Once geophysical investigations, equipped  by fbrward-looking sonar  system  or

other  facilities. confirm  that the freezing in the hole is finished, coring  of  frozen lake ice can

be made  with  the electromechanical  drill KEMS-135  down  to the horizon 10--15 m  above

the ice-water  interface. This will  allow  sampling  the lake water  and  wM  prevent any

contamination  of  the lake,

                    4. Conclusions and  future activity

   The  proposed tochnology  may  be considered  as  a  concept  for the ecologically  safe

penetration and  pilot exploration  of  Lake Vostok, which  enttble progress in reconstruction

of  the lake history, eiucidation  of  the thermal  and  physical conditions  at the ice-lake

water  interface, and  estimation  ofthe  chemical,  isotopic, biological and  other  properties of

the lake water  surface  layer.

    Realizatien ofthe  proposed technology  seems  rather  simple  in technical and  logistical

aspects.  However. there are several  major  issues, which  have to be resolved  before the

employment  of  this technology  on  Lake  Vostok,

    One  of  such  issues is the execution  of  nurnerical  modeling  of  thermal  drilling process
by the TBPO-132  drill. This should  help us  to estimate  the possibility of  complete

collapse  of  the ice structure below the ring  drill bit during the last phase of  thc therrnal

drilling.

    Another  issue is furtherimprovements in the proposed techno}ogy. They  include the

development of  procedure for the drilling/sampling equipment  sterilization.  the choice  of

the specific  
"buflbr

 liquid" type, and  the equipment  of  the TBPO-]32 drill with  additional

systems,  As an  example,  the "Jater-sampling  system  can  be installed here allowing  us  both

to get some  lake water  at the moment  of  penetration (first sterile sampling),  and  to compare

characteristics  ofthis  single sample  with  those  investigated on  the frozen lake ice, The  last

action  looks very  important because our  technology  does not  guarantoe the absolute

absence  of  chemical,  isotopic and  biological changes,  which  may  occur  in the frozen lake

water  through  its cross-contamination  by drilling equipment/fluids  or  during its freezing

in the hole.

    The third issue is testing ofthe  proposed technology.  It should  be canied  out  in the

laboratory conditions  and  then  in the field (on ice shelves  or  small  sub-glacial  lakes). and

provide an  information on  improvements in technology  and  equipment,  which  are  required

fbr the ecologically  safe  and  technically eflective  penetration and  exploration  of  Lake

Vostok,
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